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Vision for the Project
We are currently seeing a rapid increase in both the amounts and types of data available, through sensors,
from the internet, and from databases, etc., which holds valuable information describing complex
situations where active decision making by human experts is necessary. Increasingly sophisticated
autonomous systems are now collecting, analyzing, and presenting the data in aggregated forms and
there is a need for seamless use simulation to explore different future scenarios in an integrated decision
support environment, which lifts the human decision making to a higher level. Our vision is the
development of the next generation decision support systems, so called cognitive companions, which
adaptively reduce the cognitive load caused by large and rapid information flows while ensuring
application dependent mission critical decision time-scales.

Research Challenges
We have identified three different but closely related research topics that will address the challenges
involved in the exciting development of the theoretical and practical foundation for cognitive
companions.
Visualization - Generated data needs to be aggregated into forms that can be presented using visual
metaphors and information rates fit to human perception and thus enable effective decision support. An
exciting novel development is the notion of embodiment of the autonomous systems as an avatar,
augmenting traditional data representations and visualizations. In training, learning, or personalized
health care, the avatar could be manifested as a photo-real digital human. In other applications, such as
big data analysis or UAV-fleet management, the avatar, or cognitive companion, represents
visualizations of multi-source aggregated data. This poses research challenges in area such as:
●
●
●
●

Development of machine learning approaches to data reduction in visualization pipelines
Holographic representations of humanoid avatars and interaction with avatars as virtual
humans
Perceptual metrics for assessment of visualization, interaction, and information transfer.
Ontology based data dependent, adaptive, autonomous, and suggestive visualization.

Interaction - From a cognitive science perspective, ensuring users to benefit from autonomous learning
environments represents a shift in paradigm from human-system communication to humans-in-the-loop
applications. Configuration, representation, and effective display of rapid information flows at multiple
decision time-scales represent major challenges, breaking with traditional thinking in linear user
interaction. Prioritized research topics leading to novel understanding of human cognition, interactive
solutions, and collaboration will include:
●
●
●
●

Interaction with collaborative multi-agent autonomous systems at variable levels of autonomy
and
Seamless integration and effective use of tangible user interfaces, interactive surfaces/walls,
projection on proximate surfaces and wearable interfaces
Support of non-intrusive non-conventional input forms using intuitive input streams such as
body posture- and gesture, hand- and finger movement, and eye tracking
Eyes-free control using multi-channel haptic on-body wearable tools

Communication - Closely coordinated and long term interaction between autonomous systems and
humans will be key in future distributed and mobile autonomous systems. New software architectures
that can form dynamic application-defined networks with transparent use of underlying highly
heterogeneous and changing physical networks are needed. These architectures further need to support
high-level context-aware composition of autonomous services, evolvability of the software, and flexible
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security, supporting secure communication in the presence of dynamically changing networks and
components. Research topics include:







Formal specifications and techniques for symbiotic human-robot interaction processes in
terms of delegation, contracts, speech acts, and other protocols
Formal models for shared tasks used in associated with joint planning and decision making
Techniques for creating, storing, merging, updating and accessing, distributed data models
Efficient application-defined networks that adaptively select physical communication paths
Safe evolvability, supporting hot updates of services as well as of the middleware itself
Secure communication in the presence of dynamic paths and transient connectivity

Industrial Challenges
Advanced decision support environments, in stationary as well as mobile setups, for human interaction
and communication are key enabling components in the implementation of increasingly autonomous
systems for industrial and societal use. It is widely recognized that mission critical decision relies
critically on further development of visualization, interaction and communication. The research in this
project addresses some of the underpinning technologies that will take decision support into the
autonomy era by leveraging human and machine intelligence in practical applications of highest
possible industrial value. We see direct use cases of the technologies developed within this project in
areas such as safety-critical industrial process surveillance, automotive applications, interaction with
and visualization of big data from e.g. large scale simulations or high bandwidth sensor networks, and
advanced diagnostic support in the medical domain. The integration of eye tracking, gestures, and
natural languages into natural user interfaces for autonomous systems is an emerging industrial area by
itself. Likewise are technologies and applications towards new display modalities for augmented reality,
screenscape visualization and glasses free 3D display key components in the development of human
interaction with autonomous systems.

Sub-projects
SP1 - Visualization of streaming high dimensional data and visual representations of aggregated
data
PhD student: Apostoilia Tsirikoglou, Advisors: Jonas Unger, Anders Ynnerman: This sub-project will
contribute to the goal of the project by building the underlying frameworks (theory, software platforms,
and hardware infrastructures) required for collaborative visualization and interaction for decision
support. This includes novel display modalities such as light field displays, new visual representations,
and new visualization and interaction paradigms for high rate streaming heterogeneous data with minute
control over the contextualization processes and data mining functionality performed by the autonomous
systems.
SP2 - Rich and Natural Interaction with High Dimensional Data
PhD student: Tomasz Kosiński, Advisors: Morten Fjeld, Marco Fratarcangeli, This sub-project takes a
Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) approach on agents for sensor-rich environments. Enhancing user
capabilities through available, cutting-edge hardware and software solutions is a priority along with the
transparency and accessibility of the methods employed. An emphasis is put on giving the user a high
degree of control on data involved. A further aim is to investigate how trust can be improved, and also,
how intuitive interaction can be achieved.
SP3 - Symbiotic Human-Robotic Interaction and Collaborative Planning in Distributed
Knowledge Rich Environments
PhD student: Student not yet chosen, Advisors: Patrick Doherty: We are interested in closely
coordinated and long term interaction between robotic systems and humans. We want to formally
specify such interaction and provide software functionalities in robotic systems that operationally
implement such specifications. The work will address the ability of both robots and humans to break
into ongoing tasks, query each other through use of reasoning systems such as Answer Sets combined
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with Temporal Action Logics. Additionally, we would like to investigate safety, trust and authority
protocols allowing a human user to limit the allowed behaviors of robotic systems dynamically.
SP4 - Adaptive software architectures for autonomous systems
PhD student: Alfred Åkesson: Advisors: Görel Hedin, Boris Magnusson: Development of new
configuration and coordination languages, together with underlying middleware and support tools. The
work will be based on and further develop PalCom, a middleware platform for service-based distributed
computing. The language tools will be implemented declaratively using reference attribute grammars,
to allow high-level static and dynamic analysis of composed systems, supporting both human and
programmatic monitoring. The new tools will be evaluated on example scenarios, initially within the
medical domain.
SP5 - Interaction with autonomous agents for medical decision support
PhD student: Martin Svenson: Advisors: Anders Ynnerman, Jonas Löwgren, Claes Lundström: This
project will develop novel methods for bi-directional interaction between humans and systems of
autonomous agents, enabling reciprocal and continuous learning, with focus on medical diagnostic
applications. The goal is to support a unique diagnostic approach for each patient, support for multiple
concurrent analyses operating on separate information sources, and providing large amounts of
annotated ground truth data to feed machine learning algorithms.
SP6 - Digital Cognitive Companion for Marine Vessels
PhD student: Mårten Lager (Saab Kockums): Advisors: Jacek Malec, Elin Anna Topp, Roger Berg: The
current trend is that naval ships are being equipped with increasing number of increasingly complex
sensor systems, integrated onboard or on autonomous vehicles, forming a multi-agent system (MAS).
The main goal of this project is to develop a solution where operators can effectively interact with the
system on a more abstract level, where new advanced fusion algorithms replace some of the work that
operators need to perform in present solutions. Instead of exchanging abstracted data coming from
multiple sensor systems managing it locally, a higher-level human-in-the-loop decision-making will be
used. The operators will make decisions based on aggregated data, which come from harvested
information through the data fusion performed on the total data set.
SP7 - Predictive Maintenance for Autonomous Mining
PhD student, Erik Jakobsson (Atlas Copco): Advisors: Erik Frisk, Mattias Krysander, Robert Pettersson:
In contrast to statistical methods for surveillance, physically-based surveillance methods, commonly
referred to as condition monitoring, could more extensively be used to locally and/or globally respond
to actual characteristics of individual operations. The underlying research question is how the increasing
amount of collected measured data is to be used, together with physical component models, in order to
facilitate individual-based predictive maintenance for mining products. An important aspect of the
research is to understand how predictive maintenance methods can be applied for products with
relatively low volume and high customization.
SP8 - STAMINA: Processing and analysis of data STreams in Advanced Metering
INfrastructures for Awareness and Adaptiveness in electricity grids
PhD student: Joris van Rooij (Göteborg Energi): Advisors Marina Papatriantafilou, Vincenzo Gulisano,
Katja Almberg: Focus on distributed and parallel computing methods for processing large volumes of
data (often in streams), aiming at addressing the validation of measurements “on-the-fly, identifying
meters that send unreliable data, detecting other unwanted situations such as outages. We also aim at
addressing questions of “where to process what”, as well as to design efficient methods to utilize the
embedded processing capacity (embedded “cloud” infrastructure) in the system and enable timely
outcomes and data-fusion/filtering.
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